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In the current age of anger and despair tempers are let loose on the slightest pretext of misconceived perception without delving into the depth of realities probing and
perceiving the true perspectives is a hard task which very few people undertake at the same time on the muslim front there are very few scholars and communicators
who can convey the true meanings of islam in a convincing and persuasive way there is an acute dearth of refined literature and books on islam which could be easily
accessible to fanatics like pastor jones
As an author of a couple of books on the quran i feel specially perturbed and condemn this horrific act in the strongest possible words i have already written a number
of books which illuminate the brilliant features of the quru2019an my books make it clear that islam has nothing to do with extremism and terrorism it is a religion of
balance and moderation peace and harmony it needs to be understood rather than confronting in vicious and horrendous way the us onslaughts against the muslims
whether in the form of drone attacks or desecration of the holy prophet and the quru2019an do not serve the cause of peace and understanding in the world the
pernicious perceptions have to be corrected and the course of inter faith dialogue has to be pursued

In order to dilute the distorted essence of this u201coutrageous path of hatredu201d we have produced a number of books which are oriented to creating a better
understanding of islam and pave way for mutual respect and interaction the world cannot be perpetually pushed to a constant volley of clashes of civilizations as
professor huntington visualized and propounded in his books if not properly responded the devices of the neo cons and onslaughts of the extremists will go on polluting
the environments and destabilizing the world this is the wisdom of the scholars the perception of the politicians and tolerance of common men that can rescues the
humanity from the crusades of the so called u201cwarriors of godu201d who very often appear as wolves and tigers intending to devour the innocent human beings
around them in our books we have established the humanistic credentials of islam and paved way for responding to the misconceptions of the western society and
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